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InfiNet – Fast & Reliable Business Grade Internet 
 

 
InfiNet is a contended Internet service which offers high performance business Internet access at a flat 
monthly rate. You can choose bandwidth required, and with no limit on the total volume of traffic, InfiNet 
is ideal to access cloud services and other Internet applications.  
 
The perfect starting point for a business upgrade from ADSL/VDSL or ISDN. High speed reliable internet 
packages with symmetrical upload and download speeds. InfiNet provides a low contention ratio of 10:1 or 
less whereas the industry standard is 20:1 or higher. 
 

InfiNet offers you the following benefits: 
 

 An uncapped service (you will never get charged for going over your limit) 
 Significantly lower contention rate than industry standards  

(we offer less than 10:1 whereas the standard is 20:1 or higher) 
 Opportunity to implement cloud solutions and VoIP (Voice Over IP) to reduce your costs 

 

Testimonial 
 
“We choose Fibreplus to provide a quality fast fibre internet connection, from an internal focus for accessing 
our international servers and IP communications between offices. From an external perspective the hosting 
services to our customers need to be fast and more importantly reliable.  
Fibreplus had the product, knowledge and flexibility we require. Having run on this service for a number of 
months now we are more than happy with the service.” 
Sean Hywood, Managing Director, Focus On Business 
 
InfiNet packages to enable your offices to take advantage of premium Ultra-Fast Broadband: 
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 FAQs 
 

 

          Contact Details 
 

            FIBREPLUS Limited.  
            Level 7, Telco Bldg., 16 Kingston Street, Auckland 1010, New Zealand  
 

             Website: www.fibreplus.co.nz 
             Email      : info@fibreplus.co.nz 
             Phone    : 0800 338 638 

 
What is InfiNet?  

 

InfiNet is an ultra-fast fibre based solution for businesses, offering high speed, cost effective      
              collaboration and flat rate access to public Internet.  

 

 
What is the CIR? 
 

Your InfiNet Access service comes with 10Mbit/s of CIR (Committed Information Rate) - this is a 
guaranteed minimum speed that the service will run over. Please note this is not a CIR on the Internet 
Service, but rather on the underlying access 
 
 

What is a Contention Rate?   
 

Internet bandwidth is generally shared with other customers. How 
many people you share with is known as the contention ratio. Normally 
you have a contention ratio of 50:1, what means that you are sharing 
your connection with 50 other customers. This means that the 
bandwidth you purchase is the maximum speed you could achieve, but 
in reality your average speed will be lower than this. 
To understand contention, imagine cars and a motorway. Your 
contention ratio refers to how many cars share your off-ramp with you. 
Obviously the more cars there are, the slower your access to   
information will be.  

 
 
What is the minimum contract length? 
 
We don't believe in locking you in for an extended period, so our minimum term is one year only. 
 
 
Where is InfiNet currently available?  
 
We can offer InfiNet services to all offices in the following UFB areas - Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga, New 
Plymouth, Napier/Hastings, Wellington and Christchurch.  
 
 
Can I increase my InfiNet Internet bandwidth during my contract term? 
 
You can increase your bandwidth at any time by adding an additional block of 10Mbit/s to your service. The 
additional monthly charge for this will be added to your bill and you will pay a one-off change fee.  
 
  


